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Process:
processes for 

creating 
effective 

communication

Rhetoric:
strategies for 

accomplishing purposes, 
given an audience and 

context

Content:
e.g., complexity

& coding

Communicating successfully 
in a new discipline 
requires expertise 
in several domains 
of knowledge

Based on a model 
by A. Beaufort 2007 

Disciplinary 
Genres/Discourse:

norms of e.g., wording, 
structure, what’s interesting

Today: Communicating clearly to peers in a research paper or expository paper.

Lecture note: teaches
Research paper: presents new results

Expository paper: presents existing results 
(e.g. 18.424 term paper)



• Ensure readers know
– WHAT you’re doing
– WHY you’re doing it
– HOW you’re doing it

GUIDING TEXT 

• Always tell readers
– WHAT you’re doing
– WHY you’re doing it
– HOW you’re doing it

The Wire Tap Channel, by A.D. Wyner



Crafting “flow”  Gopen & Swan 2018, 1990

I ate cookies yesterday.
Topic Verb Point of Closure

Known Action New



Crafting “flow”

I ate cookies yesterday.
Topic Point of Closure

Known New

Known New
Readers expect

information order.

Using Known→New information order has a nice side effect:

A→B.

[ [
Tight connectivity between sentences
creates “flow,” which can make 
the text easier to read and follow.B→C. C→D.

A Restriction Estimate in R3 using Brooms, by Hong Wang



Crafting “flow”

I ate cookies yesterday.
Topic Point of Closure

Known New

Known New
Readers expect

information order.

Using Known→New information order has a nice side effect:

A→B. B→C. C→D.

[ [
Tight connectivity between sentences
creates “flow,” which can make 
the text easier to read and follow.

But for writers, it’s natural to do otherwise:

A→B. C→D. 



Crafting “flow”

I ate cookies yesterday.
Topic Point of Closure

Known New

Known New
Readers expect

information order.

Using Known→New information order has a nice side effect:

A→B. B→C. C→D.

[ [
Tight connectivity between sentences
creates “flow,” which can make 
the text easier to read and follow.

But for writers, it’s natural to do otherwise: A break in flow can be caused by

missing informationA→B. C→D. [



Some conceptual gaps are ok, so long as the 
reader doesn’t experience them as a gap.

1. Plugging our initial values into (2) we see the expression simplifies to 2+2.
Four is less than…

2a. Plugging our initial values into (2) we see the expression simplifies to 2+2. 
Perfect squares have the property…

2b. Plugging our initial values into (2) we see the expression simplifies to 2+2, 
which is a perfect square. Perfect squares have the property…

Activity by Malcah Effron



poor information order

Crafting “flow”

I ate cookies yesterday.
Topic Point of Closure

Known New

Known New
Readers expect

information order.

Using Known→New information order has a nice side effect:

A→B. B→C. C→D.

[ [
Tight connectivity between sentences
creates “flow,” which can make 
the text easier to read and follow.

But for writers, it’s natural to do otherwise: A break in flow can be caused by

missing informationA→B. C→D. [

A→B. C←B.[



You try it.

Activity by Malcah Effron



You try it.

Activity by Malcah Effron



A→B. C←B. [

poor information order

Try it as you revise your short paper:

I ate cookies yesterday.
Topic Point of Closure

Known New

Known New
Readers expect

information order.

Using Known→New information order has a nice side effect:

A→B. B→C. C→D.

[ [
Tight connectivity between sentences
creates “flow,” which can make 
the text easier to read and follow.

But for writers, it’s natural to do otherwise: A break in flow can be caused by

missing informationA→B. C→D. [

Look for breaks in flow as you revise.



Tight connections between sentences create flow

Here, Blue = known; Red = new

Text is inherently one dimensional: one long thread of text. But logic is not!

A→B. B→C. C→D.

[ [

A Restriction Estimate in R3 using Brooms, by Hong Wang



A proof’s logic

One thread could use 
known-to-new flow.

How can we pull the 
various threads 
together?



Connect threads via 
Guiding text 

• Ensure readers know
– WHAT you’re doing
– WHY you’re doing it
– HOW you’re doing it

The Wire Tap Channel, by A.D. Wyner



Connect threads via 
Guiding text 

Guiding text:
To show f is continuous, 
we prove in Section 2 that 
it suffices to show…; 
then in Section 3...

Section 2

Section 3
Guiding text

Guiding text enables 
known-to-new 
at larger scales



Exact repetition of key terms creates connection across distance.

Also connect threads via key terms

A Restriction Estimate on R3 using Brooms, by Hong Wang



As the introduction summarizes the paper’s “story” it can 
set up key terms to later be “known”

The Wire Tap Channel, by A.D. Wyner



Guiding text and 
key terms work at 
all levels of discourse: 
paper level, section level, 
paragraph level, etc.

The Wire Tap Channel, by A.D. Wyner



Beware “superficial flow”

“FLOW” SHOULD HELP READERS FOLLOW THE FLOW OF THE LOGIC



Takeaway: Craft your paper so

• Known-to-new structure
• Guiding text
• Key terms

all work together to create a cohesive paper 
that reveals the flow and structure of the underlying logic.




